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Non-rational design has already become popular in the design style, but 
scientific theory of "chaos "are currently remain in the study of design forms. 
The movie, Butterfly Effect conveys the concept of science theory of chaos 
and visual display, which initiates the paper "butterfly effect" theory in 
design thinking. From the design of visual form to design content, to design 
the spirit, this article found "butterfly effect" of the initial value concept of 
social functions which contains design values .Also, Combined with natural 
sciences and humanities related theory, the author starts from the "butterfly 
effect" of the scientific theory analysis, to the contemporary design 
development present situation, using "fractals " and "self-organization" 
concept, discusses "butterfly effect" on the design. With poster design as an 
example, this paper analyzes the fractal which plays an important role in the 
design innovation, and what is the philosophical meaning of innovation. In 
detail, the commonweal poster design、commercial design、 female design、
graphic design, for instance, explain "self-organization "concept in the poster 
design, and the necessity of self-organization formation. Here comes to a 
conclusion that the "Weak" who is with the "power" butterfly will affect 
design ,even social. Last but not least, the author discusses the theory and 
examples in the poster design using "butterfly effect" chaos theory, the 
method can be summarized as follows: to accept paradox, find details, keep 
the authenticity and seized mistake, give up perfectly. 
The present essay focus the influence of "butterfly effect" on the design 
ideas and design process of morality. From the study of the "butterfly effect" 
theory in the impact of design, this article conclude that design as a kind of 
"butterfly effect" make a huge influence on the whole society. If there is any 
theory and practical bias, the author hope that this article plan to throw a 
sprat to catch a herring ,and that imports more knowledge of other subjects in 
design. Thus gives rise to human thinking. 
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出现在美国数学家约克和华人数学家李天岩共同发表于 1975 年 12 月的











































                                                        
① 引自  <Mordem Language Studies>Vol.20,No.4.Literature and 
Science(Autumn,1990),pp.65-79“Chaos Theory , Control Theory , and Literary Theory on A 
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